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WELCOME!

 WELCOME TO WOODLAKE HILLS ORCHESTRA and CHOIR PROGRAM! 

Dear Music Student and Parents:

        I would like to take this opportunity to welcome all the students and parents to WHMS and the wonderful world 
of MUSIC!  I hope that each of you had an enjoyable vacation and am ready for a fun-filled musical experience this 
year.  It is my hope over the next year to foster and develop your interest in music.

        Music is an integral part of a well-rounded educational program.  It has a long track record for building 
self-discipline and integrity, while also providing unique opportunities for self-expression and creativity. 

        Music represents a discipline equal to any other academic area and is an intrinsic part of life, able to be 
enjoyed and appreciated by all.  I congratulate you, the student, for making this commitment and thank you, the 
parents, for your support in this endeavor.

        The main purpose of this handbook is to keep students and parents informed about the many activities involved 
with our music department.  Being involved in orchestra and choir is a group effort and each individual is very 
important to the total outcome. 

 

 

 



Beginning Orchestra:  

 This class requires no previous experience and will focus on 
the basics of playing an instrument properly.  Beginning 
classes culminate their instruction with two formal concerts, 
which are presented at our school. (Normally we have a 
Winter Concert in December and a Spring Concert in May.)   

 



Advanced/Intermediate Orchestra

Advanced/Intermediate orchestra:  This group is the main 
performing instrumental music class in the department and will 
usually participate in such things as school events, district 
festivals, two concerts per year held at WHMS (Winter Concert 
in December and Spring Show in June), UIL and more.  Extra 
rehearsals may be required.  
 



Choir

This class requires no previous singing experience.  
Students will learn the basics of singing and 
performing.  Students will have several chances to 
perform including our spring and winter concerts.  In 
class concerts during the school day are also possible.   



PERFORMANCE UNIFORMS

 

ALL STUDENTS:  are required to purchase an 
orchestra or choir t-shirt.  Shirts will be worn on spirit 
days and casual performances.  Students in advanced and 
intermediate orchestra may have a dress uniform for UIL 
this year.  



INSTRUMENTS

There are four ways in which a student can get an instrument: 

1. Already have and instrument at home
2. Rent one from a local music  
3. Purchase one of their own.  Please see me to help guide you. 
4. Use a WHMS owned instrument for a fee of $64 for the year.  See Mr. 

Orser for a contract.  



Music Materials

 

 

Be sure to bring a pencil, paper and your instrument and music each day to class. 

All student will have a cleaning cloth and shoulder rest for violin and viola.

 



CLASS REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES
1.  Attendance at all performances and rehearsals is required.  Performances and rehearsals are a major activity and 40% of your total grade is 
determined from attendance and participation at these functions.

 

2.  Students are excused from performances and rehearsals due to family emergency, illness, or religious commitments ONLY!  A parental note 
should be given to the director well in advance of a performance or rehearsal.  In the case of illness or sudden emergency and the student will be 
absent from a rehearsal or performance please call the school phone extension 25607 or email me at dorser@judsonisd.org

 

3.  Dentist and Doctor appointments etc. are NOT EXCUSES for missed rehearsals and performances.  Please schedule appointments so that they 
do not conflict with these events.

 

4.  Failure to attend a performance or rehearsal without a legitimate excuse will result in a failing grade for that event.  Due to the 
performance nature of these groups it will not be possible to make up or give alternate credit for missed rehearsals and performances.  
This is a very serious matter!

  



5.  If a student misses one rehearsal without a legitimate excuse they have then lost the privilege to perform.  It is 
very important to the groups’ sound that every member is present for all rehearsals.

 6.  Each student is expected to prepare the music selected for each performance by practicing at home.  Any 
student who does not meet the performance standards will not be able to perform.  Performance tests will be 
given prior to each event. If a grade of “C” or higher is not earned on all tests the student has then lost the 
privilege to perform.  Once again, the group’s total sound depends on the performance of each individual.

 7.  Students everyday behavior, on and off-campus must appropriately represent WHMS.  If any student does not 
meet these standards they will be denied future performances opportunities or ultimately dropped from the class.

 8.  Inappropriate behavior in class will result in student and or teacher/parent conference.

 9.  When on a field trip or off-campus event the student will be graded from the time they arrive until the time they 
are picked-up from WHMS.  Students are expected to be on time for events and parents are expected to pick up 
their child at the time listed in the event information given out prior to each event.  If the entire group is kept 
waiting due to a late arrival or I, as the teacher, have the stay longer than the time listed then the student’s grade 
will be lowered for that event.  Out of common courtesy to the long hours that are spent on these events please 
have students arrive on time and leave on time.  



Grading and Awards

Academic Achievement:

1.  All evaluations for grades are based on the individual.  No student is compared to or evaluated with any other student.

 2.  Grades are earned in these major areas:  academic, citizenship and effort. 

MUSIC DEPARTMENT AWARDS-The following awards are given out at the end of every year at the Spring Concert.

Outstanding 8th, 7th and 6th grader and most Improved

*  The Superior Musicianship Award:  This is the highest award you can receive in the department.  An individual plaque and 
their name on the perpetual plaque is given to an 8th grade student involved in the department for two years who has 
shown leadership, constant effort, perfect attendance at all events and the overall love of music.  The true musician!

 SCHOOL MUSIC AWARDS:  Given out at grade level awards assembly in May.



Fundraising

 

 

Will take place as needed for materials. 
 



CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS

1.  ENCOURAGES THE CHILD AND MAINTAINS INTEREST 

 A.  Make home practice periods pleasant.

 B.  Arrange for the child to hear good music often (Symphony and concerts, music programs on television and radio, etc...)

C.  Provide an occasional reward or praise as recognition of your child’s efforts.

 2.  PROVIDE HOME CONDITIONS CONDUCIVE TO PRACTICE

 A.  A comfortable place suitable for practice, equipped with a music stand, good lighting, and a straight chair.

 B.  Arrange that the child is not disturbed or interrupted during the practice.

 3.  ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN A SCHEDULE OF REGULAR PRACTICE

 A.   At least 3 hours weekly. (Approximately 20 minutes per day)

 4.  ATTEND ALL PERFORMANCES!!!!



Parents Did You Know...

 

Educators agree that abstract concepts such as counting, fractions, and ratios become more concrete 
when applied in a musical context, making relationship between mathematical theory and practice 
noticeably clearer.  Music increases a student’s learning capabilities in many other areas, as various 
studies show:

·         Students taking music courses scored an average of 20 to 40 points higher on both verbal and 
math portions of the SAT’s than students who took no arts courses.

·         Students who took more than fours years of music and the other arts scored 34 points better on 
verbal SAT’s than those who took music for less than a year.

·         Students who participate in their school music program are 52% more likely to go on to college 
and graduate



Daily class rules and sayings before you ask
Stay in your seat until the bell rings.  Do not gather at the door.

Yes we will be playing today and yes you have to come to the concert. 

Yes you need to practice the first 10 minutes of class. 

No we are not having a free day today. 

Cell phones away during class

No hoodies or sunglasses inside the classroom.

No food or drink (except water) allowed in the room 



Cursing in class is not allowed.  

Sanitize when you enter the classroom

Bathroom 4 times per quarter.  Use wisely. 

No long or fake nails are allowed if you play a string instrument.   


